Attendances at Coventry City games

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Did you have a season ticket for CCFC’s
last season at the Ricoh Arena, 2012/13?
Answered: 504

Skipped: 2

Yes
No

Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

48.61%

245

No

51.39%

259

Total

504
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Q2 Have you purchased a season ticket for
the current season, 2014/15?
Answered: 504

Skipped: 2

Yes

No

Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

39.48%

199

No

60.52%

305

Total

504
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Q3 At the date of this survey (Monday 20
October 2014) the Sky Blues have, this
season, played six home games at the
Ricoh Arena. How many of those six games
have you attended?
Answered: 504

Skipped: 2

4
None
3

1
6

5
2

Answer Choices

Responses

None

18.85%

95

6

17.46%

88

2

15.87%

80

5

15.67%

79

1

14.48%

73

3

8.93%

45

4

8.73%

44

Total

504
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Q4 If you have attended fewer than three of
those games, why is that? Please check all
that apply
Answered: 370

Skipped: 136

I object to
the conduct ...
Ticket prices
are too high.
I have had
other...
The team’s
results have...
I have been on
holiday,...
The team are
playing...
Arrangements
for buying...
Poor marketing
of matches
I do not like
the Ricoh...
Unattractive
opposition...
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Responses

I object to the conduct of the Club’s owners, SISU.

45.95%

170

Ticket prices are too high.

31.08%

115

I have had other priorities on match days.

29.46%

109

The team’s results have been poor

27.57%

102

I have been on holiday, working away or ill

24.32%

90

The team are playing unattractive football

21.89%

81

Arrangements for buying tickets have been too difficult.

14.05%

52

Poor marketing of matches

5.95%

22

I do not like the Ricoh Arena.

5.41%

20
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3.51%

Unattractive opposition teams
Total Respondents: 370

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

I tend to pick and choose these days, so I'm not going to fewer than usual.

10/28/2014 6:28 AM

2

18000 turned up for Gillingham game, not seen again - I couldn't get a ticket!

10/28/2014 6:02 AM

3

Hard to get to if you don't drive.

10/27/2014 6:34 AM

4

I have been to all games

10/27/2014 6:30 AM

5

I will be attending more matches going forward starting this weekend!

10/23/2014 11:16 AM

6

Lack of ambition by club owners.

10/23/2014 10:37 AM

7

I live too far away to attend evening matches and work . I will be going to matches over Christmas

10/23/2014 6:25 AM

8

I have attended all the matches but have commented because that is what I feel

10/23/2014 3:30 AM

9

I have found that the time at Northampton has weakened my 'link' with the club - but I am an immigrant that
chooses to support my local team, it is not in my blood ... so I guess I am not your standard fan.

10/23/2014 2:05 AM

10

For the first game back, the club prioritised tickets for the unemployed, the elderly and students. Working 40 miles
away made it difficult to get a ticket. Going to that game might have encouraged me to keep going, or get a
season ticket like I used to.

10/22/2014 11:21 PM

11

I live in the North West and tried for days to obtain disabled access with no success. I cannot afford to travel to
Coventry on the off-chance that I might gain access.

10/22/2014 4:14 PM

12

I always had a season ticket but don't live local anymore. What Coventry fans need to realise is that lack if
support when playing at Northampton has destroyed this club for many years. We had to sell our best players
due to lack of attendance and lack of revenue. I went to Crewe / Rochdale / Oldham and it's heartbreaking to
watch a team that lacks any passion / skill and ability. We will get relegated; and that's sad. No business person
will buy this club as we don't own our ground and not a viable business to purchase. It's very sad, and how much
longer the actual club can actual stay in business itself remains a worry too, as it's clear we don't have a
profitable model. Sorry to be negative but the truth needs to be told.

10/22/2014 2:20 PM

13

I live in Dublin and usally only get to a coventry game mayb twice a season.

10/22/2014 2:15 PM

14

Fed up with bad news, the team aren't playing well but the continuing off the field antics of both the club owners
and the council hasn't helped.

10/22/2014 12:15 PM

15

I live out of the City, have a young family, and cannot justify the cost in terms of time and money to watch City at
home - especially at the Ricoh. I've been to some away games but having previously held a season ticket for 20
years and done a number of seasons without missing a game home or away, I just find professional football
utterly dispiriting at the moment. Over £20 plus 100 miles of petrol to watch that dross. Not at the moment.

10/22/2014 12:05 PM

16

I have actually attended 3 games.. gillingham, preston and bristol city

10/22/2014 11:18 AM

17

I will not support the club again until SISU go.

10/22/2014 9:38 AM

18

Would have been more however before we moved back home I had made other arrangements with 'she who
must be obeyed'. I will be going to all home again games in the New Year.

10/22/2014 9:34 AM

19

I had arranged things prior to the return to the Ricoh being announced.

10/22/2014 8:46 AM

20

I am now retired and am living with my wife in North Cyprus. You can take me away from the city, but after
60years you cannot take the city away from me ! We will be at the Ricoh when we can to support the sky blues.
They may be playing shite but they are our shite !

10/22/2014 8:12 AM
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21

I had a CCFC season ticket for years and had 3 childrens tickets as well. I feared that when the club moved to
Northampton we would get out of a routine of going to home matches and this is what has happened. Home
matches are no longer our priority on a Saturday. Purchasing tickets is difficult - it took me 3 hours to buy
Gillingham tickets - although we will go from time to time because we like going to football. I am unlikely to go
back on a regular basis until the ownership changes. In my view, SISU have systematically asset stripped the
club and the clearest evidence of this is on the pitch. Any player of any value is sold or their contracts not
renewed. Last year's team 'punched above their weight' and over achieved, so to strip the spine of the team Goal Kepper (Murphy), Right Back (Cyrus), Left Back (Adams), Mid-Field (Baker, Moussa), Forwards (Wilson,
Clarke) - is a scandal. The most fascinating thing is that anybody is surprised that the team is now struggling. The
scandal is of course clouded in all the nonsense of the triumphant return to the Ricoh and Wasps saga. We
should never forget that the owners have wrecked the team year after year and reduced it to the standard of
League 2 or possibly lower, but we all do.

10/22/2014 4:22 AM

22

Overall cost of attending too high combined with long drive. Don't attend many games but wanted to show
support, lift shared for this journey, low ticket price a factor but would have attended anyway.

10/22/2014 4:13 AM

23

I will not go back to the Ricoh so long as that Hedge Fund owns the club. SISU has destroyed the club I have
supported for over 50 years.

10/22/2014 3:04 AM

24

I live in Devon and pick and choose what matches i attend i do however try to go to convenient away games
Bristol yovil swindon games easy to get to

10/22/2014 2:57 AM

25

I travel from Ireland once a year for a game. Too costly to travel frequently, i.e. Air fare, Exchange Rate,
Accommodation, Spending Money, etc.

10/22/2014 2:20 AM

26

got season ticket at Cov rugby

10/22/2014 2:06 AM

27

I object to the conduct of Coventry City Council.

10/22/2014 1:49 AM

28

I travel from the south coast for games, I did not buy a season ticket for 2012/2013 as i was unsure if i would be
able to get to all games but i actually attended most games at the Ricoh that season. I feel at the moment it is
difficult to commit time and money to a passion that the owners do not seem to share in. Decisions made by the
powers that be seem to be taking the club backwards at a rate of knots which if not addressed may be
irretrievable. We are allegedly a football club, put a decent package together on the pitch which shows
sustainable success and attendance issues will improve dramatically, success on the pitch has to be the main
focus if we are ever to get back to the heady heights of yesteryear.

10/22/2014 1:42 AM

29

Whilst SISU, who by their own admission have no interest in football, effectively own the Club I regretably see no
future for CCFC

10/22/2014 1:32 AM

30

Don't live in Coventry area.

10/22/2014 1:30 AM

31

Pressley needs to drop his 3 at the back system

10/22/2014 1:12 AM

32

Live in Jersey, When CCFC were playing in Coventry I have managed to get to one or two games a season.

10/22/2014 12:31 AM

33

I shouldn't have to answer this question as I have been to all games but I am disappointed in the team at present

10/22/2014 12:30 AM

34

I live in Manchester and struggle to get down to home matches as much as I would like. I have been to 3 away
matches though.

10/22/2014 12:22 AM

35

Does not apply

10/22/2014 12:15 AM

36

Can't leave Q blank

10/21/2014 11:16 PM

37

I rushed into buying a season ticket because we were back home. But I now realise I've got other things I enjoy
doing on Saturdays. The year away and getting out of the habit has caused this.

10/21/2014 10:51 PM

38

We have been away since 31st July and do not return until 3rd December when we will be looking forward to
watching our team at the Ricoh once again.

10/21/2014 9:46 PM

39

I live in Dubai UAE and only get back to UK Christmas & Summertime so about 4 games in August and 4 games
around Xmas both home and away

10/21/2014 8:57 PM

40

I have been living in Canada for 18 months.

10/21/2014 6:10 PM

41

Been working. Had we known we would be back at the Ricoh I'd have booked time off.

10/21/2014 5:42 PM

42

I am hoping to get to a game soon but I wish the results would improve. We should not be losing 4-1 to Oldham!

10/21/2014 3:40 PM

43

Live in suffolk

10/21/2014 3:27 PM
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44

I live in Norfolk and work on Saturdays! I had hoped to get to the Gillingham game but wasn't able to sort out the
logistics!

10/21/2014 3:22 PM

45

I live away from Coventry

10/21/2014 3:16 PM

46

Am now watching Coventry United

10/21/2014 3:04 PM

47

The fans feel disenfranchised, they have lost their pride and passion. The club has got a lot of work to do to get
this back. Appeal to the whole skyblues community. Find success stories...reach out and embrace them!

10/21/2014 2:59 PM

48

The fans feel disenfranchised, they have lost their pride and passion. The club has got a lot of work to do to get
this back. Appeal to the whole skyblues community. Find success stories...reach out and embrace them!

10/21/2014 2:59 PM

49

Due to lack of investment there is no quality in the squad as is shown by the results

10/21/2014 2:55 PM

50

I also live on the south coast

10/21/2014 2:48 PM

51

I live in Milton Keynes and when I am not working which is most weekends I try to attend matches but it is very
expensive for me and I cant always afford it.

10/21/2014 2:38 PM

52

I am currently studying in Canada.

10/21/2014 2:00 PM

53

I will not return until SISU are gone. Once they are I will return immediately, buying season tickets and
merchandise.

10/21/2014 1:46 PM

54

Tim Fisher said we wouldnt return to the Ricoh at the end of last season so I purchased a season ticket at
Coventry Rugby Club

10/21/2014 1:32 PM

55

ive had a season ticket since 1989/90 and because we were back at the ricoh after season had started there was
no payment plan in place and with me having two kids and my partner i cant afford one off payment on season
ticket

10/21/2014 1:27 PM

56

The first three ticks are because of SISU and how they are running the club...

10/21/2014 1:22 PM

57

Live away from Cov, don't get back as often as I like. Cost of travel + ticket is quite high

10/21/2014 1:13 PM

58

I live 200 miles away

10/21/2014 1:11 PM

59

Ticket prices are too high, we have been rubbish for 20 years.

10/21/2014 1:09 PM

60

NA

10/21/2014 12:57 PM

61

The survey is insisting I complete this section even though I have attended 5 games this season at the Ricoh.
Therefore please disregard my tick.

10/21/2014 12:53 PM

62

I wrote to Steve Waggot on exactly this subject 3 days ago. The reason I didn't attend isn't on your list. The
reason I went against Gillingham is to be part of a 25,000+ crowd. Once the mood music suggests there is going
to be a bumper crowd, we all go. It's a self-fulfilling process! When the mood music suggests there's going to be
10,000, we don't go. Again, it's self-fulfilling. Part of the attraction is the atmosphere. My email to Mr Waggot was
to encourage him to introduce a sliding -scale price policy. I accept it is probably completely unworkable, but, at
this stage of the game, anything is worth trying. Here it is in a nutshell: Match 1 - £12-00 (£6-00 for Juniors). If
this generates a 25,00+ crowd, the price rolls over to the next match. If the attendance for Match 1 is , let's say
15-20,000. Price goes up for Match 2 to eg £14 / £7. If the attendance for Match 2 is , let's say 10-15,000. Price
goes up for Match 2 to eg £16 / £8. If attendance is below 10,000 - fine, prices will be somewhere close to where
they are now. I, for one, would go every week if I could be part of the kind of atmosphere we experienced against
Gillingham. I, for one, would accept the challenge that the Club would be throwing down to the fans. I believe
24,999 would do the same. I am yet to hear back from Mr Waggot. davidworrall06@aol.com

10/21/2014 12:52 PM

63

the Ricoh is a pain to get to for me.

10/21/2014 12:50 PM

64

I am being forced to check a box that doesn't apply to get past this question - very annoying. See Q 3 and ignore
this one!

10/21/2014 12:44 PM

65

I've attended all matches, the question does not apply. Some supporters are simply casual followers and will only
attend 10-20% of games. We need a 200,000 fan catchment to have good attendances and that's really only
possible in a Premier League environment for this club in this day and age.

10/21/2014 12:34 PM

66

WHEN SISU START INVESTING I THE TEAM & GIVE THE MANAGER A CHANCE, THEN I WILL INVEST IN
MY SEASON TICKET WHICH I HAVE HAD FOR OVER 30 YEARS

10/21/2014 12:21 PM
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67

I live in Swansea and it costs me £100 and a 7 hour round trip to get to any home games. I love the fact we are
home but cannot afford to travel more than once a month.

10/21/2014 12:19 PM

68

I've attended all home games, so none of the above apply yet I must answer or I can't submit the survey. Or do
you only want answers from the Fairweather's?

10/21/2014 12:13 PM

69

I do go to matches. The survey won't save without me clicking an answer.

10/21/2014 12:09 PM

70

Have actually been to 4 but prior commitments have meant I've missed 2

10/21/2014 12:09 PM

71

None of the above as I have attended all the matches but had to put an answer here so the questionnaire can be
processed

10/21/2014 12:07 PM

72

I've been to all the games

10/21/2014 12:06 PM

73

I have been to all home games

10/21/2014 12:01 PM

74

Question 4 requires that I choose an option even though my reason for not attending is not in the list. I live in
Hampshire and other commitments and the cost prevent me from attending home games.

10/21/2014 11:59 AM

75

This shouldn't require an answer see answer 3. Have attended more than 3

10/21/2014 11:52 AM

76

It's a 6 hour round trip and £40 in petrol for me to get to a home game

10/21/2014 11:51 AM

77

If SISU made a full apology for their actions I would consider buying our family season tickets again, we have
been holders for 40 + years!

10/21/2014 11:50 AM

78

I split custody of my son every second weekend. Therefore missing out on games as my son is my priority. This
is the same reason for not having a season ticket. I attend what I can, home or away.

10/21/2014 11:48 AM

79

i live in london and have two small children, its difficult

10/21/2014 11:46 AM

80

This question does not apply to me I have not and DO NOT expect to miss a game at the RICOH

10/21/2014 11:40 AM

81

I go to away games instead - better atmosphere and more fun.

10/21/2014 11:38 AM

82

For some reason this requires an answer though it doesn't apply.

10/21/2014 11:37 AM

83

Iv attended 5

10/21/2014 11:36 AM

84

I live too far away from Coventry to attend home matches.

10/21/2014 11:28 AM

85

Attended more please disregard my answer for question 4 it was the only way the survey could be completed

10/21/2014 11:24 AM

86

No "cant be arsed" option? We all know that's the real reason

10/21/2014 11:18 AM

87

I have been to 4 and only missed 2 because of an operation.

10/21/2014 11:17 AM

88

As a season ticket holder i have now made a commitment and will go to as many games as i can. However, I
dont understand the pricing strategy. The crowd at the ricoh is many times the shitfields gate, if sisu really want
large crowds why dont they charge shitfields prices their revenue would be a million miles better than the budget
they had based on a shitfields business plan

10/21/2014 11:16 AM

89

This question does not require an answer if you've attended more than 3 matches! But the ticket prices are too
high, including s/tickets. They should be no more than £20, £15 for s/ticket holders

10/21/2014 11:15 AM

90

I do not live close the Coventry, and thus am normally unable to attend home games

10/21/2014 11:15 AM

91

Poor survey. I have attended 5 out of 6 yet had to answer this question.

10/21/2014 11:13 AM

92

Shouldn't require an answer as I've been to all six!

10/21/2014 11:13 AM

93

Not going till sisu have gone free tickets only think the trust need to start a separlla out campaign

10/21/2014 11:11 AM

94

I work late now Mon -Fri so cant justify being away from family every other Sat.

10/21/2014 11:07 AM

95

This question does not need an answer check the survey before publishing had to put an answer even though I
did not want to

10/21/2014 11:03 AM

96

I went to all of the games. None of the options apply

10/21/2014 11:03 AM

97

N/A

10/21/2014 10:59 AM
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98

I live 150 miles away and the transport costs are too high.

10/21/2014 10:59 AM

99

The abomination that are our Owners Especially Mr Fisher I'm convinced gates would rise by 3,4even 5K,should
he do the hohonourable thing This club will die under their tenure

10/21/2014 10:54 AM

100

I've been to 5 games so not applicable. I think the attendances have been poor for a number of reasons: Still a
strong anti SISU feeling and protest. Lack of squad investment Poor form by the team Price of tickets particularly
when 2 home games back to back Difficulty in getting tickets pArticulalry when there's no club shop at the Ricoh
A lot of damage has been done by the move to Sixfields The Wasps takeover

10/21/2014 10:53 AM

101

I'll not go again until SISU have gone and I've been a supporter since the late 60s and a season ticket holder in 4
decades.

10/21/2014 10:53 AM

102

Other than being unavailable with work for the 1st two games back at the Ricoh, I live in London and am on a
very low income - hence I attend matches when the opportunity arises but don't do so religiously.

10/21/2014 10:51 AM

103

As I have attended more than 3 games why does the survey insist on an answer??

10/21/2014 10:50 AM

104

Live too far away

10/21/2014 10:48 AM

105

I have not attended fewer than three games. Anyway, as this question requires an answer regardless, and I have
to tick a box along with answering here (poorly thought out questionnaire guys, all your results become more and
more invalid) the answer is that the entire shenanigans where there are zero good guys has put me off. Even
those elected to serve us betray us. Where is the tick box to objecting to the conduct of CCC? This is a weighted
questionnaire looking for certain answers. It does not stand up in the slightest.

10/21/2014 10:47 AM

106

I have attended five games but this question requires an answer

10/21/2014 10:47 AM

107

All games attended

10/21/2014 10:47 AM

108

We live too far away, Liverpool to get to games easily..., no doubt if the team had been playing better we'd have
been more often

10/21/2014 10:45 AM

109

Not the only reason but one to consider. Getting to the Ricoh by car has always been difficult, and finding a
parking place isn't easy. It involves a long walk usually, which I don't object to, but when the weather is grim it's
off-putting and playing against the likes of Crawley lacks the magnetic draw and cachet of say....Wigan or
Huddersfield ;)

10/21/2014 10:45 AM

110

Both my father and son are season ticket holders but I work on Saturdays.

10/21/2014 10:45 AM

111

I live too far away

10/21/2014 10:44 AM

112

I live in Portugal, so very costly and time consuming to go to matches. I made an exception for the first match
back at the Ricoh.

10/21/2014 10:43 AM

113

I live in Wigan and if I lived locally i would go to all home games. I support the team through the good and the bad
times.

10/21/2014 10:43 AM

114

Have been to all six forced to make answer to this question

10/21/2014 10:40 AM

115

Attended all 6 fix the question

10/21/2014 10:39 AM

116

Too far away for regular visit - special occasions only

10/21/2014 10:37 AM

117

No passion deserves no support a lot of the players are just picking up a wage thank god for the youngsters who
are up and coming and showing the others how it should be done

10/21/2014 10:36 AM

118

I started to find other things to do on Saturday afternoons when Coventry stopped playing at the Ricoh and have
continued to enjoy those activities. I intend to attend some games but it has fallen down my list of priorities.

10/21/2014 10:36 AM

119

I live in Cardiff and work most saturdays.

10/21/2014 10:36 AM

120

I have attended more than 3 home games.

10/21/2014 10:32 AM

121

n/a. I have attended more than 3 games back at the Ricoh. And why is this question asking me to choose one of
the above? None relate.

10/21/2014 10:31 AM

122

It's just not affordable to take the family to every game, we go on special occasions only.

10/21/2014 10:29 AM

123

I have attended 5 of the 6, so why does the question require an answer?

10/21/2014 10:28 AM

124

N//a

10/21/2014 10:02 AM
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125

Have attended every match including cup matches and yourquestionnaire ddoesn't work correctly.

10/21/2014 9:26 AM

126

NOPM, SISU OUT OUTOUT.hAD A SEASON TICKET FROM 1977 UNTIL RELEGATED FROM
CHAMPIONSHIP AS SISU ALLOWED US TO BE RELEGATED,SOLD OUR BETTER PLAYERS,LIED ABOUT
EVERYTHING AND ARE CHEATS.YOU ASKED AND I'VE TOLD YOU HOW I FEEL.BEEN GOING SINCE 1956
AND GAVE MY SHARES TO SISU.

10/21/2014 8:24 AM

127

lol Being 76 years old I find the steps in the stadium too steep. I had a season ticket at Highfield Road and also
the Ricoh until Coleman's last season as manager. I had two falls at the Ricoh coming down the steps and
decided enough was enough. Wet to the Yeovil to see if I could find a decent area but the jury is still out on that
one.

10/21/2014 7:58 AM

128

I had a season ticket in season 2013/14 at Sixfields. I am a supporter not a fan and I support my local club, it's as
simple as that! Coventry fans are fickle and will find any excuse not to support their local football club. If we got to
the Johnstone's Paint Trophy Final at Wembley, their would suddenly be 50,000 fans saying they had supported
the club for years! Most of the sporting public sit at home and watch TV or listen on the radio or find something
else to do. They wait for something to happen before they turn up, not thinking that if they all turned up week in
week out something would happen and we would have a successful club! This latest turn of events with the
Council hawking off the Ricoh to carpet bagging Wasps, proves that the main culprit in this Ricoh debacle was
and is the Coventry Council. The SBT have been barking up the wrong tree all this time and never once
campaigned against the Council. In effect it was supporting the Council and has given the Council moral support
to deny a sale to the football club and ultimately, justify flogging the Ricoh off to franchise London Wasps! Wake
up Sky Blue Trust and remove the Pinko glasses from your eyes. If you did, I might even join you!

10/21/2014 7:47 AM

129

I have been to all league games. I have only pressed the bottom one Cus It won't let me continue.

10/21/2014 7:45 AM

130

The club have sold all of there best players and have given the signal of no intention of making the play offs- They
have sold there highest goalscorer to a team that only attracts 7,000 fans in the championship

10/21/2014 7:43 AM

131

.

10/21/2014 7:28 AM

132

I've been to all the games, I tried to skip past this question but it wouldn't let me. Thus, forcing me to give an
answer that does not apply, I have, however, ticked the one that would most likely apply

10/21/2014 7:24 AM

133

N/a

10/21/2014 7:15 AM

134

I have attended all but it wont let me mive on wothout answering this question

10/21/2014 7:07 AM

135

i missed one game i had previous plans before the club moved back.

10/21/2014 7:05 AM

136

-

10/21/2014 6:52 AM

137

Not worth travelling up from Cardiff as my excitement for the city has gone.51 years a supporter .

10/21/2014 6:43 AM

138

Don't want to subsidize the Wasps.

10/21/2014 6:42 AM

139

It doesn't need an answer as I've attended more than three games!! But I ticked one so it would let me submit the
survey.

10/21/2014 6:25 AM

140

Complete boycott until SISU are out NOPM

10/21/2014 6:19 AM

141

The distance from my home to the Ricoh Arena is too far (115 miles each way) for me to be a regular attendee.
Please note that there is no box to tick for 'other'.

10/21/2014 6:16 AM

142

Travel from Devon- have to pick And choose matches. Can't do midweek

10/21/2014 5:58 AM

143

Travel from Somerset

10/21/2014 5:58 AM
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Q5 As you know, 50% of the shares in
Arena Coventry Limited (ACL) have been
sold to Wasps Rugby Club. The shares in
ACL currently owned by the Higgs Charity
are now to be sold. Should CCFC attempt to
purchase those shares?
Answered: 495

Skipped: 11

No

Yes

Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

77.98%

386

No

22.02%

109

Total

495

#

Comments

Date

1

Absolutely yes! I really hope that Wasps and CCFC can forge a strong partnership together.

10/28/2014 6:28 AM

2

It makes sense to do so. But thenagain I dont want sisu here at all

10/27/2014 7:18 AM

3

If that actually means we can own half of ACL then it's a no-brainer, the question is whether it does.

10/27/2014 6:34 AM

4

If the club had a different owner then my answer would be YES. However SISU are not to be trusted.

10/27/2014 5:31 AM

5

But tie in the Ricoh share with tje club so that neither can be sold separately.

10/26/2014 12:36 PM

6

I've never been a fan of SISU but I don't think the Council have helped the club and it's supporters by selling to
Wasps, who have no connection with the city. The benefits of the stadium and its facilities were always intended
for CCFC. The club do need the revenue from their own stadium, so 50% is better than nothing.I think I'm like
most supporters in that I don't like the Ricoh, so if the club can build a new (smaller) stadium and sell Wasps
(who are only mercenaries anyway) the remaining 50% at a profit, then the club can benefit, especially as it was
money used from selling Highfield Road (RIP) that helped secure the land for the Ricoh. I don't actually know
who I dislike the most out of the Council,SISU or Wasps.PUSB

10/23/2014 3:18 PM
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7

I don't want the current owners of CCFC to have any stake in ACL. When the ownership of Coventry City
changes in the near future then obviously I would check the new owners' behaviour over a reasonable period of
time and re-assess my position Hopefully, I would then go back to attending home matches and buy a season
ticket again.

10/23/2014 1:42 PM

8

Once again it shows the lack of ambition by CCFC by not bidding for the remaining shares.

10/23/2014 10:37 AM

9

There is no point if our long term future is away from the Ricoh. It's back to uncertainty again

10/23/2014 3:30 AM

10

I say 'yes' with the big reservation that the club has forfeited any grounds for trust in their integrity and good-will.
But if the economics mean they need access to an income-stream, then it would make sense and put the lid on
'building a new ground'.

10/23/2014 2:05 AM

11

Whilst I have been to 3 games I have not enjoyed them with exception of Gillingham. I've been disappointed with
the attendances but im afraid the quality of the team is very poor and, as warned, SISU's actions in moving us
has caused further loss of support

10/23/2014 2:01 AM

12

But not under the current ownership

10/22/2014 3:19 PM

13

Not entirely sure how to answer this one. I want ccfc to own and play at the ricoh. I'm not sure I want SISU to own
anything

10/22/2014 2:55 PM

14

If CCFC can afford this investment; then yes. This could be a business model that works as a ground share if
that's what the idea is?. Someone might just be interested. Thanks for reading and regards Wayne Andrews
wga.andrews@icloud.com

10/22/2014 2:20 PM

15

Long term stability is particularly important in enthusiasing me to attend.

10/22/2014 12:56 PM

16

I understand that the club need all match day revenue but there doesn't seem to be any plans to build a new
stadium so a half share in the Ricoh would be the next best thing, i doubt however that Wasps would want to
work with them

10/22/2014 12:15 PM

17

Obviously - owning half the holding company means half of the overall profits and a chance to negotiate for all
CCFC related revenues.

10/22/2014 12:05 PM

18

Not while Sisu are in charge

10/22/2014 11:54 AM

19

I think a successful wasp team and ccfc could work very well for both parties. Plus I don't understand what extra
revenues a new much smaller stadium would bring ccfc which is what sisu say they want

10/22/2014 11:13 AM

20

But they wont

10/22/2014 10:09 AM

21

I don't want SISU owning any part of the stadium

10/22/2014 9:52 AM

22

Club would be in a more advantageous position if they did buy. Can't believe that they are going to build their
own stadium so 50% of the stadium is better than nothing at all.

10/22/2014 9:38 AM

23

I would be in favour of CCFC buying anything up to 100% of the shares under owners who could be trusted to put
primacy on the well-being of the club, its supporters and the local community. I do not want the current owners to
have any shares in the Ricoh.

10/22/2014 8:24 AM

24

I think that Ccfc should bid for the 50 per cent share that is on offer, but I do not trust Sisu to use it to the
advantage of the football club,the team and the supporters. Hopefully the owner of Wasps has the foresight and
ambition for the Ricoh with Rugby and Football similar to the new billionaire owner of Bristol Rugby and Bristol
City FC. I would prefer him to buy out Sisu and have 100 per cent control of events.

10/22/2014 8:12 AM

25

The Football Club not sure where the money would come from but not SISU

10/22/2014 6:45 AM

26

Not bothered

10/22/2014 6:31 AM

27

We can't let some of the ownership of The Ricoh just slip away. We never owned the arena before, but it felt like
it was ours. It was built for Coventry City FC and wouldn't have been considered otherwise. Now, a rugby club,
originally from London has been allowed to gain control of our beloved Ricoh Arena. Disgraceful and will never be
accepted by City supporters, quite rightfully.

10/22/2014 5:29 AM

28

sisu out

10/22/2014 5:21 AM

29

I think staying at the ricoh is our only option right now ,and this is the only way to generate more income. Or
perhaps Cov rugby club should ground share with Wasps and we develop the Butts arena !

10/22/2014 5:02 AM
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30

I honestly don't know who CCFC are anymore and am bored by the whole thing. Equally I am confused at the
uproar surrounding the stadium purchase by Wasps. SISU have had years to buy the stadium and have made no
proper attempt to do so. Clearly they have no long term plan to be involved and so the question of them buying
shares is laughable.

10/22/2014 4:22 AM

31

However should have done this years ago.

10/22/2014 4:13 AM

32

The fans should buy them through the Sky Blue Trust

10/22/2014 3:19 AM

33

We need some new blood in the club.

10/22/2014 3:09 AM

34

The stadium must not fall into the clutches of SISU!

10/22/2014 3:04 AM

35

Of course they should when Wasps realise how wrong they are we would thenget chance to own 100% then they
can sell up and p;;;;s off

10/22/2014 2:57 AM

36

The Wasps should never have been offered any shares without first the council & acl offering them to CCFC
#ANGRYSKYBLUEFAN

10/22/2014 2:51 AM

37

SISU have never invested in the team but only dumbed down the players quality and I feel they would only be
interested in the stadium as a way gain a one time profit from selling it in the future

10/22/2014 2:35 AM

38

Not as long as SISU are owners

10/22/2014 2:06 AM

39

too little too late and unlikely to be successful especially after the toxic relationship the club has created with the
stadium owners. Entirely their own fault if the club miss out - it did not have to be this way!

10/22/2014 2:02 AM

40

If Sisu have any chance of trying to pull the club and the community together the 2.7 million investment to
purchase that share are vital. General feeling seems to be that we do not want or need a new stadium built , we
just want to play in Coventry in a stadium which was built as our home. Wasps manage to do a deal for a 250
year lease in a few months of discussions, Sisu could be left with nothing or more debt after many years of court
cases and very poor decisions. Time to build some bridges, they may then have something to sell and move on
which would also be a positive.

10/22/2014 1:42 AM

41

The Ricoh was built for CCFC, the Charity helped us in our hour of need by buying the Clubs share. The charity
should sell it's share to the club or hang onto 50% of the Ricoh/ACL if it doesn't think SISU are fit owners. The
charity should not let an 'out of town Rugby franchise' own 100% of a venue that was built to benefit CCFC. I
don't blame the charity for wanting to sell, but it will hurt CCFC in the long term.

10/22/2014 1:14 AM

42

Not if they do not show any more interest in the club. Perhaps selling the club to someone who will care - if there
is someone like that about!!

10/22/2014 1:11 AM

43

Yes because if they decide to sell the club at least they have something to sell

10/22/2014 12:59 AM

44

Wasps and CCFC could work together in a true partnership

10/22/2014 12:51 AM

45

I believe that working together with the Wasps Rugby club could be beneficial for both parties. Would generate
more income streams and they could combine their expertise. (whether SISU have any, is another question)

10/22/2014 12:31 AM

46

At least with 50% they will have a say in the stadium running and be able to have an input into ideas and taking
the club forward instead of still remaining a tennant only.

10/22/2014 12:22 AM

47

To SISU are you joking!!

10/22/2014 12:17 AM

48

Such is my objection to SISU, I would prefer the club didn't purchase those shares under their tenure.

10/21/2014 11:14 PM

49

let wasps buy out sisu. We need sisu out even if it means wasps owning us or relegation to FL2, otherwise we
will never have investment in the team.

10/21/2014 11:05 PM

50

It's the only viable option.

10/21/2014 10:51 PM

51

But I don't think it will happen!

10/21/2014 9:46 PM

52

But are we going to have a new ground built or not !.

10/21/2014 6:10 PM

53

50% would be better than nothing and would show if sisu had good intentions or not

10/21/2014 3:41 PM

54

CCFC in the future, but no not if being purchased by SISU.

10/21/2014 3:34 PM

55

Keep SISU well away from any sort of ownership.

10/21/2014 3:33 PM
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56

If we are to ground-share with a Rugby club then we should have our own stake in the Ricoh. If not then we are
looking at SISU/OTIUM's new stadium in 'the Coventry area'.

10/21/2014 3:22 PM

57

Because CCFC is SISU

10/21/2014 3:16 PM

58

Work with all partners to broaden the base of support and patronage. The ground, the atmosphere and sense of
belonging has to be brought back

10/21/2014 2:59 PM

59

Work with all partners to broaden the base of support and patronage. The ground, the atmosphere and sense of
belonging has to be brought back

10/21/2014 2:59 PM

60

No one knows what may develop in the future regarding Wasp's , therefore it is important to hold a stake now that
can perhaps be added to. The shares will always have a value.

10/21/2014 2:57 PM

61

No because I want Sisu out.

10/21/2014 2:51 PM

62

They should sell CCFC. I am sure that Gary Hoffman could put together a fans collective along the lines of a
German club and proposed by the national Labour party

10/21/2014 2:50 PM

63

Spend the money on the team instead

10/21/2014 2:48 PM

64

If CCFC dont secure these shares I will assume that CCFC are pulling out of coventry maybe to London?

10/21/2014 2:37 PM

65

Yes if they wish to improve the financial future of the club. If they only have match day ticket sales they will never
be able to improve the clubs future.

10/21/2014 2:25 PM

66

It is vital that we obtain a share in the Ricoh. Wasps, unlike Higgs do not care what happens to CCFC.

10/21/2014 1:46 PM

67

SISU have ruined our club. CCFC is synonymous with SISU so I have no longer any respect for CCFC for the
first time in 40 years. Anyone but CCFC should purchase the shares .

10/21/2014 1:39 PM

68

Or wasps should take us over as well

10/21/2014 1:38 PM

69

not sure who is worse

10/21/2014 1:32 PM

70

SISU not fit to own anything in our City. With new owners the answer would be yes

10/21/2014 1:32 PM

71

Won't happen though and even if did now would make SISU Look desperate!

10/21/2014 1:22 PM

72

Difficult one as fully understand you need to own your own stadium in your own city to generate funds. Think the
council should actually allow SISU to build a new stadium in the COVENTRY boundaries since it was their
decision to sell to wasps if that's what SISU's intentions still are. Also think maybe a deal with wasps could be a
realistic option.

10/21/2014 1:19 PM

73

If not feasible, perhaps a merger between Wasps & CCFC would secure futures for both clubs.

10/21/2014 1:13 PM

74

They couldant pay the rent first time around, and should never be trusted,

10/21/2014 1:10 PM

75

Yes they should, I am absolutely disgusted that the council have sold out to a London team rather than the
football club, it's disgraceful and there is no excuse.

10/21/2014 1:09 PM

76

I'm not a fan of SISU but if owning these shares stops them building a new stadium then I think they should buy
them.

10/21/2014 12:53 PM

77

Yes, but if vetoed build elsewhere. No harm in two stadia in a City our size. Lots of sustainable examples. No one
moans about more than one Supermarket, Cinema or Cathedral. Maybe even build with a view to inviting
Summer Sports, CCFC Ladies, even Cov Rugby in. (Selling off The Butts would be a big property boost for Cov
RFC given it's location).

10/21/2014 12:34 PM

78

I do not wish to see SISU have the opportunity to buy any part of the arena as they have shown in their actions
since taking over the club that they are morally bankrupt. The demise of the club in footballing terms is also the
responsibility of SISU.

10/21/2014 12:33 PM

79

Although understand this is easier said than done

10/21/2014 12:27 PM

80

Not if it still involves any think to do with sisu

10/21/2014 12:23 PM

81

ccfc owned by someone other than sisu should but sisu should disappear

10/21/2014 12:22 PM

82

SISU out

10/21/2014 12:15 PM

83

But at MARKET VALUE ! No more stupid petty games and court cases/legal action

10/21/2014 12:14 PM
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84

I am furious with the behaviour of the council. Why does it appear that the Trust couldn't care less?

10/21/2014 12:13 PM

85

Unsure, keen to see change of ownership and don't know of this would help Sisu move on

10/21/2014 12:09 PM

86

Sisu should sell up. They have lost their gambit of getting the stadium for nothing.

10/21/2014 12:08 PM

87

There are so many scenarios of what's best for ccfc, I'm not sure what to want, people say it would be better
without Sisu, but there doesn't seem to be a lot else on offer and perhaps if the club did own part of the ricoh it
would help in any future sale.

10/21/2014 12:06 PM

88

Ultimately the stadium was built for CCFC and in an ideal world should be owned by CCFC. Anything that can be
done to combine both the stadium and CCFC should be attempted

10/21/2014 11:59 AM

89

I cannot understand why CCFC didn't purchase the first 50%. To attempt to purchase the remaining 50% makes
no sense.

10/21/2014 11:59 AM

90

Not to SISU. Let them build their new stadium or go. I would not trust them to own any part of ACL

10/21/2014 11:58 AM

91

Let the professionals run the stadium.

10/21/2014 11:54 AM

92

But can they be trusted to be honest, transparent and fair? Looking at their record can you imagine that Wasps
would want to have CCFC/Sisu as ajoint partner? They have missedtheiropportunity to own a significant shRe in
the Ricoh by employing bully boy tactics.

10/21/2014 11:50 AM

93

Clearly the club would benefit from owning a share of the stadium, but I wouldn't trust SISU with it!

10/21/2014 11:46 AM

94

Building own stadium is pie in sky, this is the only way for them to progress

10/21/2014 11:37 AM

95

Don't want sisu owning any part of it.

10/21/2014 11:37 AM

96

Even if they did... The council would veto it which I think is the correct thing today... Our owners should have
nothing to do with the stadium now, they've burnt many bridges

10/21/2014 11:36 AM

97

we as supporters should have a say in the running of the club, we should have a member at board room
meetings, As we said on both marches.

10/21/2014 11:35 AM

98

Hope Wasps get 100%. Owners of CCFC should get on with building a new stadium. Ho ho ho ho ho.

10/21/2014 11:35 AM

99

The option to buy rests with the liquidator who was hand chosen by SISU-there is no good reason not to make an
attempt.

10/21/2014 11:28 AM

100

SISU should be let nowhere near owning the stadium

10/21/2014 11:25 AM

101

Not whilst SISU own C.C.F.C.

10/21/2014 11:21 AM

102

Not if CCFC = SISU

10/21/2014 11:21 AM

103

It would only lead to an antagonistic relationship with Wasps - who, I believe, have purchased the right to veto the
sale in any case - CCFC have been vocal about their ambitions to build a new stadium - if that is true then they
should concentrate on that and leave the Wasps to take the Ricoh forward.

10/21/2014 11:18 AM

104

A share in a ground is better than straight tenancy - 50% of all revenues should be sufficient for a top
championship club .

10/21/2014 11:17 AM

105

But they wont because they are property developers/ asset strippers who need control to develop the kand to suit
themselves rather than the football club

10/21/2014 11:16 AM

106

In reality I'm unsure - shared ownership between 2 users could make life easier or more difficult for both - it
depends on how well they can work together (current CCFC owners do not have a good track record of working
well in partnership)

10/21/2014 11:15 AM

107

As long as CCFC is in no way linked to SISU

10/21/2014 11:13 AM

108

but they probably won't

10/21/2014 11:13 AM

109

If SISU are not owners

10/21/2014 11:13 AM

110

No to sisu

10/21/2014 11:11 AM

111

so long as sisu are not the owners

10/21/2014 11:10 AM

112

Unless of course they are any nearer building their new stadium.

10/21/2014 11:03 AM
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113

They would be stupid not to they will not build a stadium for less

10/21/2014 11:03 AM

114

And then sell and leave asap SISU OUT

10/21/2014 11:01 AM

115

Half share if the stadium and ACL might be enough

10/21/2014 11:00 AM

116

I feel very dejected for the future of our club. I believe the current owners have been gambling with the future of
the football club in a game of brinkmanship which they look like losing. They have had 7 years to negotiate a
reasonable deal for the Ricoh but they have not been reasonable in their actions. With the prospect of no revenue
on non-match days I fear that we are destined at best to remain in the lower reaches of the football league and
fighting for the survival of the football club. I do not see a bright future for CCFC and am very, very weary and
despondent of the whole situation.

10/21/2014 10:59 AM

117

I believe they need to walk away from ccfc. If they got half the Ricoh then this would just drag on an on. We now
need new owners and a new ground, the Ricoh is now the wasps in my view

10/21/2014 10:55 AM

118

SISU owning any of the Ricoh will not benefit the club and especially not this City The CCC have duty to
guarantee the success of the development Wasps represent true Elite brand That is what the place was built for
Under these Custodians there has never been any serious attempt to achieve that goal The whole development
is reliant on this as recognised in the cCCC pre construction report.

10/21/2014 10:54 AM

119

If CCFC were not owned by SISU then I would say definitely yes. As they do, I really don't want SISU to own The
Ricoh as I don't trust them at all. I'm really struggling with tho question as I know it would be better for CCFC if
they owned at least half of The Ricoh but not under the ownership of SISU.

10/21/2014 10:53 AM

120

I think this will be last chance ccfc have to own a percentage of the arena, unfortunately, the current owners being
Sisu, any asset that the club has will always be used to service the dept run up by Sisu's ineptitude.

10/21/2014 10:53 AM

121

No absolutely not, I don't trust SISU as far as I could throw them. They been completely outmaneuvered by
Coventry Council & quite rightly so.

10/21/2014 10:53 AM

122

SISU have had 7 years to buy the Ricoh and the way they have acted they don't deserve the 50% of the ground.
They should do what they claim and build a new stadium.

10/21/2014 10:53 AM

123

The Ricoh was purpose built for CCFC, and plans for a bigger and better stadium (than Highfield Road) date
back at least to 1972 (see the Coventry Evening Telegraph article "Super-Stadium: Sky Blues' £1m vision of the
future" 19/12/72). Wasps RC have shown that deal could be done (with CC) and the Higgs Trust has always
maintained that their shares could be bought out by CCFC. It seems that Wasps have shown that a deal can be
done, if the buyer is prepared to pay the market price. I understand that Higgs may be reluctant to re-enter
negotiations with CCFC (following CCFC's refusal to pay an agreed sum of compensation in the event of the sale
of shares not being completed, and CCFC subsequently bringing a court case against Higgs) - but the onus lies
on CCFC's owners to reassure Higgs of their genuine intentions. Were CCFC to make a serious attempt to
purchase the Higgs shares in ACL now, I believe it would be a significant step towards CCFC's long-term future
at the Ricoh.

10/21/2014 10:51 AM

124

But only if SISU intend to invest money in the team and stay for the long term ... I doubt both

10/21/2014 10:51 AM

125

This is because the current owners have constantly demonstrated that their focus is not on the well-being of the
football club but primarily gaining ownership of the Arena complex at the cost of any other party involved.
Ownership of just 50% of ACL will only bring about similar conflict with the other party, similar to that we have
seen for the past few years. I believe that this will continue to distress football club to the detriment of all
supporters.

10/21/2014 10:50 AM

126

No Sisu involvement is the only answer to the club's sucess

10/21/2014 10:48 AM

127

Firstly, it'sd media manipulation to even think those shares are on offer, in order to make a horrendous
destructive deal for the city and for fair play appear reasonable. Secondly, I want no collusion with a franchise
full-stop. My support for CCFC stops the moment that happens.

10/21/2014 10:47 AM

128

I say no because I really, really want to see if SISU have any intention of building the new stadium they say is on
the cards. I am hoping that a 'no ground at all' option (if Wasps buy the remaining shares) will be the reason SISU
pulls the plug and sells up. It's a gamble but I think the club is quickly becoming a millstone round the SISU neck
and they don't really want the expenditure of a new ground. (They aimed to get the Ricoh.) I hope I am right. I
know that would put the CCFC we love in a precarious position but I think we need to be rid of SISU and start to
build with a clean sheet and new, football-loving owners with a real interest in Coventry and the fans.

10/21/2014 10:45 AM

129

If they don't I can't see how they can sell the club. They will not invest in the team and this is being shown in the
teams performance. Poorest playing staff in the 40 years of supporting the club.

10/21/2014 10:45 AM
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130

Ideally yes, but I doubt very much whether it's a realistic option oforSISU, given their record. .

10/21/2014 10:43 AM

131

Ricoh is too large

10/21/2014 10:43 AM

132

It's a horrible idea that SISU should have any control & it's important to recognise that although it's desirable that
CCFC have shares in ACL & the Ricoh, it's wholly unacceptable that that happens via the current owners SISU.

10/21/2014 10:42 AM

133

I don't care what they do tbh

10/21/2014 10:41 AM

134

Joint ownership and profit sharing is preferable. The alternative is that CCFC will have to build its own ground to
get 365 days' access to funding development.

10/21/2014 10:40 AM

135

Imperative the club get a stake in the ground

10/21/2014 10:39 AM

136

All attempts must be made to aquire the 50% share

10/21/2014 10:39 AM

137

The current owners deserve nothing and I have no trust or faith in them

10/21/2014 10:36 AM

138

The present owners of our football club are unworthy of owning it!!

10/21/2014 10:32 AM

139

Was ridiculous to not own it in the first place We have the chance to own half of it now..... Buy it

10/21/2014 10:31 AM

140

The Council did quite well if you take into account the large land deal that they secured with Tesco, according to
Paul Fletchers book. I think Bryan Richardson paid himself a big bonus based on the sale of land to Tesco? This
money then went to the council.

10/21/2014 10:28 AM

141

If not City must move to construct another ground in the city.

10/21/2014 10:25 AM

142

With the lack of information regarding the future of the club I do not have an opinion either way at the moment.

10/21/2014 8:48 AM

143

Sisu should go away as far as possible before they do anymore damage to MY football club.My opinion is they
are not fit and proper owners.They have only ever had one intention in mind and that was to get their dirty little
FISHER/SEPPELA hands on the ricoh.No better than "carpetbaggers"

10/21/2014 8:37 AM

144

NOPM,SISU OUT OUT OUT

10/21/2014 8:24 AM

145

Buy the shares and still build their own stadium double WHAMY !!

10/21/2014 7:58 AM

146

In the 1990s in was the ambition of the club to build a new stadium with associated commercial activities to
enable the club to compete with the big clubs in the Premiership. The Arena 2000 as it was then called was the
club's idea and plan. The Ricoh was built for the football club and the club should have had ownership from day
one. The club has been shafted by the greedy and short sighted Coventry Council. The club should definitely buy
the Higgs Charity's 50% share, because the football ground should belong to the football club! I hope that
somehow the club can ultimately own all of the Ricoh. It rightfully should belong to the Sky Blues. I will not darken
the turnstiles of London Wasps and I hope their franchise operation goes bust, enabling the "City" to buy Wasps'
share. Wasps can buzz off!

10/21/2014 7:47 AM

147

Well if they are willing to spend about 30 million on a new stadium. Why don't they give the higs 10million sp
10million on players and keep 10 million for them self's . Plus it will give sisu singing to sell so more chance of
them going.

10/21/2014 7:45 AM

148

buy new players and invest in the playing section

10/21/2014 7:43 AM

149

There can only be one owner. SISU have lost the opportunity to be the owners. They had 7 years to buy the
stadium, instead they chose to use the courts to attack the old owners. I have no sympathy for them. One day
they will go and the club will recover.

10/21/2014 7:40 AM

150

The club could work with the Wasps and 50% is still cheaper than building our own stadium.

10/21/2014 7:17 AM

151

Not whilst connected to SISU

10/21/2014 7:06 AM

152

Should have attempted to get the deal Wasps did for the other 50% as well. Bargain deal.

10/21/2014 6:41 AM

153

Susie should sell CCFC then Attendances will double at least

10/21/2014 6:35 AM

154

Not whilst SISU own the Club

10/21/2014 6:25 AM

155

I don't know that they can so its a hypothetical question. I don't trust the current owners so I given a No answer. if
we had more trustworthy owners the answer would be yes.

10/21/2014 5:57 AM
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Attendances at Coventry City games

SurveyMonkey

Q6 Are you a member of the Sky Blue
Trust?
Answered: 504

Skipped: 2

No

Yes

Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

82.34%

415

No

17.66%

89

Total

504
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